(Coordinates are given for the structures in the gas phase without considering the solvent.)
C 0.87973400 -1.94268500 -1.33877800 H 1.33464900 -1.48460700 -2.22037800 H -0.08501600 -2.37980700 -1.60471300 H 1.53896900 -2.71420700 -0.93950900 C 2.51755900 -0.39341800 0.46646100 H 2.62112500 0.21182100 1.36914000 H 3.04453800 0.07741600 -0.36528700 H 2.90767900 -1.39610600 0.63833500 C 0.20458600 -1.88680800 1.38375800 H -0.69581700 -2.44476900 1.11387900 H 0.05680500 -1.38362000 2.34397700 H 1.03870400 -2.58435700 1.46967300 C -2.74460900 -0.09068700 -0.07102200 C -2.74612600 0.52401000 1.30246700 H -2.78145400 -0.28990300 2.03641800 H -3.62765700 1.14789800 1.46053400 H -1.82914000 1.09143800 1.46754400 C -4.07110600 -0.27992400 -0.76026600 H -4.50081600 0.70183900 -0.98648800 H -4.77532200 -0.78657100 -0.09334400 H -3.94713900 -0.84515000 -1.68214400 C 0.54160700 2.23681100 -0.12710100 C 0.61051100 3.74334500 -0.19182700 H 0.57462600 4.08667500 - 
